Program Guide for “Lee con Ángel”
Supplemental Reading Program
By Lori Morris and Bette Kish
Kishmorr Productions, LLC
“Lee con Ángel” is designed to be used by children ages 4-8 who are learning to
read in Spanish. The intentional use of our program 10-20 minute daily within the
Language Arts/Reading block would be considered best practice since
students/users would be actively engaged in educational activities to increase
fluency, comprehension and vocabulary development.
The activities, games, songs and stories included are geared for children who are in
primary grades developing literacy in Spanish or who are becoming Bi-literate in
English and Spanish.
Lee con Ángel is based on our experience in the classroom and the research
principles that literacy learned in one language is transferred and applied to and
even strengthens the first language. This is why “Lee con Ángel” is perfect for
Bilingual programs, Dual language, and Spanish Immersion or ESL classes. Anywhere
that children are learning to read; our program can help.
Our suggestion is for teachers to log-in to our program or train students to log in
daily and leave the program set up on the computer during reading instruction.
Students can rotate into the computer station where they independently practice
literacy concepts previously taught by the teacher. Lee con Ángel guides students
from the most basic concepts of print to higher levels of reading. This is done with
minimal teacher assistance since Ángel, the narrator, and the blinking icons create
a pathway so that users are guided to increased fluency and comprehension.
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Flexibility for varying levels of ability is built into the program. We offer a pretest, post-test, Letter ID test, Timed Word Test, and Concepts of Print test for
assessing students progress. This will help teachers when sharing data with
parents or RTI teams. Lee con Ángel has 5 reading levels with 22 animated stories.
Our 5 books have title pages, and each story is listed so that if a student likes a
specific story, that can be revisited rather than having to read the whole book
again. Highlighting the words guides the reader’s eyes to model and foster
increased fluency at all levels of reading. Students can begin and end with any
component of the program, there is no wading through content to get to a specific
activity. The chalkboard icon is on each screen and leads the user right back to the
classroom at any time.
Children love the program and have learned a lot with the engaging games, songs
and stories. Access is sold by a yearly subscription which costs $49.99. However,
discounted subscription rates are available for orders over 20 accounts. Each
account will be assigned a user name and password. The price is not per student,
but rather per user name/ account. These can be transferred to different
computers, but no more than one computer can use the same account at once.
“Lee con Ángel” is available for preview at our website:
www.readandlearnspanish.com
The app is available for iPads, iPhones from the iTunes store for $6.99 per
download. Lee con Ángel is a non-consumable app with over 2 hours of content.
Volume purchase discounts are available for education.
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Check out the free demo, content descriptions, teacher and parent resources, and
list of Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills that are integrated into the program.
These documents are available for print so that they can be presented to any
administrator or financial manager.
We would love to hear from you with questions or comments.
contact@kishmorrproductions.com
Buena suerte,
Bette Kish and Lori Morris
www.Kishmorrproductions.com
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